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What is this about?

The existing Rayners Lane Controlled Parking Zone (CPZ) L was introduced a number of 
years ago. It was implemented at the request of residents to prevent all day commuter 
parking for Rayners Lane Station, and give parking priority to residents and their visitors.

In recent years there has been a marked increase in car ownership. Since the introduction 
of the Rayners Lane CPZ residents of the surrounding streets just outside the CPZ boundary 
have reported parking displacement and obstructive parking at junctions and across 
driveways. 

Since parking controls were introduced we have received a number of requests from 
residents for the existing CPZ boundary to be extended. These requests were presented to 
the Traffic And Road Safety Advisory Panel (TARSAP) who decide the programme of works. 
Based on the location of requests which were received a consultation boundary with a list of 
roads to be consulted was decided. Due to these requests we are now consulting residents 
within this area to find out your views and to determine if new roads are to be included within 
the existing zone. Introducing parking controls should allow residents and their visitors 
available space to park on street.

We need your views on how these proposals will affect you and if you are in favour of being 
included within the CPZ or not. If we do not receive a response we will not be able to take 
your views into account.

Please read the enclosed booklet, which tells you more about CPZs, their benefits and 
disadvantages, then complete the questionnaire for your road.  We will plan the scheme 
based on the responses we receive. The decision on whether your road is included in the 
scheme is dependant on receiving majority support.

Our Proposals

We are seeking your views on the following proposals in order to improve the parking 
situation:

•	 ‘No Waiting At Any Time’ (double yellow lines) restrictions at junctions and locations  
 where parking would prevent emergency service and or refuse vehicle access. This is  
 a safety aspect and will be implemented regardless if a CPZ is introduced.

•	 Permit only parking bays to allow residents and their visitors space to park, displaying  
 a valid permit/visitor permit and prevent non resident all day parking.

•	 Single yellow lines across driveways which will have the same time restrictions as the  
 rest of the CPZ. 

•	 The current hours of control for Rayners Lane CPZ are: - 10.00am to 11:00am Monday  
 to Friday, if new roads are introduced the hours of control would remain the same as  
 the current CPZ times. Outside these times any vehicle may park within the marked  
 bays and single yellow lines providing they are not causing an obstruction and are  
 parked legally. The one hour of parking control prevents all day parking by non   
 residents but causes minimum interference to residents and their visitors. 

This stage of the consultation process

To help you make your decision, we have provided the following items:

•	 A detailed plan showing the proposals indicating the area where we are consulting  
 residents and businesses.

•	 A	questionnaire	where	you	can	add	your	comments	on	the	proposals.	Please		 	
 complete and return to us in the reply paid envelope provided. No stamp is necessary.

•	 A	booklet	titled	‘Parking	in	Harrow’	which	explains	parking	regulations	and	CPZs.		
 It contains details of the benefits and disadvantages of a CPZ and a number of   
 frequently asked questions.

The detailed plan will also be available for inspection in the reception area at the Council 
Civic	Centre	on	Station	Road,	Harrow,	during	the	consultation	period.		Officers	will	be	
available should you wish to discuss the scheme proposals.

We	will	also	hold	a	staffed	exhibition	at	the	Zoroastrian	Centre,	440	Alexandra	Avenue,	HA2	
9TL where residents can come to inspect the proposals and ask any questions about this 
scheme and CPZs in general. 

The dates of the exhibition will be:- Saturday, 12th June 2010, 10:00am to 4:00pm; Monday, 
14th June 2010, 2:00pm to 6:00pm and Tuesday, 15th June 2010, 3:00pm to 9:00pm.

We need your views to assist us in making the right decision.  This is your 
opportunity to influence the proposals.  

We wish to make sure that everyone who may be affected by these proposals knows what is 
happening and has the opportunity to let us know what they think. 

Please complete the enclosed questionnaire and return it in the attached reply paid 
envelope, to reach us by 28th June 2010.  

What happens next?

We will analyse your response to see what support there is for the extension of Rayners 
Lane CPZ. The consultation results and recommended revised proposals based on what 
you	say	will	be	reported	to	TARSAP	and	then	to	the	Portfolio	Holder	(the	elected	councillor	
responsible for making transport decisions).

We will inform you of the outcome of this consultation by leaflet when we advertise the 
revised proposals whether or not any proposals in your road have been recommended to 
proceed	by	placing	notices	on	street	lamp	columns	and	in	a	local	paper	(Harrow	Times)	
which will also explain where the plans can be viewed. This will give people a final chance 
to comment on the scheme or object if they wish. Any works for this scheme would not start 
before Winter 2010/2011.

More information

If you have any further questions, or wish to know the outcome of the consultation, please 
contact the project engineer: Remember we want your views.

Peter Thorne Or write to 
Tel: 020 8424 1535 Traffic and Sustainable Transport
Email: peter.thorne@harrow.gov.uk 	 Harrow	Council
 P.O. Box 39
 Civic Centre
	 Harrow		
	 HA1	2XA

Via the web

To complete the survey online, go to www.harrow.gov.uk/consultations and then click to 
visit live and closed consultations. This will direct you to a page containing the survey name.  
You may be asked to register your details before completing the survey.

We will put the consultation results and other progress information on the Council’s website: 
www.harrow.gov.uk under the “Transport and Streets” tab.
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Rayners Lane (L) CPZ Review, possible Zone L Extension 
 
Please complete this questionnaire and return it using the enclosed pre paid envelope, to arrive by 
28th June 2010.  Alternatively you may answer these questions online at 

www.harrow.gov.uk/consultations. 
 
It is recommended that you read the leaflet and enclosed documents before completing the 
questionnaire, as it may contain information that you are not aware of. 
 
Due to the large number of responses we cannot reply to you individually. 
 
Questionnaires returned without a name and address will not be officially recorded in the results of 
this consultation.  We count your household/business as one response, rather than number of 
responses from individual residents/employees from the same address. 
 
First Name…………………………..      Family Name……………………………………….. 
 
Property Number/Name………………  Road Name………………………………………….. 
 
Postcode……………………..                Phone No (optional) ………………………………..    
 
Date…………………………. 
 
Please tick as appropriate 
 
Q1    Are you a resident or business   
 
          Resident                           Business                           Both 
 
Q2    Do you consider there are parking problems in your road?        
 
            Yes                                 No 
 
Q3   Would you support the extension of the Controlled Parking Zone L covering the period 
10am to 11am Monday to Friday into your road? 
 
             Yes                              No 
 
Q4   If you answered No to Q3, should parking controls be introduced in the road next to yours, 
would you then support the extension of the Controlled Parking Zone covering the period 10 am to 
11am Monday to Friday into your road? 
 
             Yes                              No 
 
Q5    Would you support the layout of the parking permit bays and parking controls shown 
on the plan in your road  
 
             Yes                              No 
 
Q6 Do you have any additional parking related comments? 
 If so please add them overleaf        PTO 
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Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. If you have any comments, 
please use the space provided below.  
 
If you do not want your response to be available  
for public inspection please tick here.  
 
 
COMMENTS 
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